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My Obsession



Preface

• I’m not a professional designer

• Design invites creativity, so consider these suggestions, not laws

• “Well, Colin. It depends. You can do whatever you want …

as long as it works.”
- Dr. Kenneth Brewer, cautious advisor



Develop a Design Language

• What is most important to you?

• What do you want to communicate?

• What highlights you the most?



Develop a Design Language

• Readability

• Intuitive Hierarchy

• Image

• “Less is best, and even less is even bester”



Why You Should Care About Design



PowerPoint is a children’s book.

• Minimal Text

• Large, Engaging Images

• (This is my icebreaker 
slide)



Good Design Tips



Content is King



Use Negative Space (wisely)



Use Graphics Well (well, use good ones)



Be Consistent

• My design language is efficiency—standardization.

• A header with text/image below it.

• This builds expectations on how to understand me.



• But! Don’t be afraid to mix it up. 

• When you do, make it count
(conclusion, summary, or to make a 
big point about something)





Colors, Animations

Colors and animations can be very distracting, and take away from the 

flow of your presentation.

In your presentation, overwhelming the stimuli in the brain can be very 

bad.



Colors, Animations

My thinking? One accent color (often red), no animations. Use “Appear” 

to show progression. Even then, careful. It’s jarring.



a brief interlude about fonts and text

(See? Mix it up. Lower case, new space, lots of negative 

white space to point the eye, even new justification 

(center))



Text

• Try for no more than twenty (or so) words per slide

• Multiple Long Quotes? Stay away.

• You’ll want to read them all out loud.

• Edit like a Demon



Fonts



Kerning

• Kerning is the space between letters. 

• Scripts are hard to read, because they are kerned really closely 

Size 32: Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 
Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an 
unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 
survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially 
unchanged.



Fun Examples of Bad Kerning



Summation

• Presentation supports you

• Don’t do too much.

• Less is best.

• Break the rules with intent.



“I firmly believe that people do care, even if we don’t know why, even if 

we don’t know how to articulate it. We feel the effects of bad design, 

whether we consciously notice it or not.

And as I’ve learned with pointing out the bad design of city flags:

once you get people to notice bad design, your annoyance spreads 

like a virus.”

- Roman Mars, Host of 99% Invisible, a podcast about Design & Architecture




